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Abstract

In a Single Frequency Network (SFN), the signals coming from nearby transmitters are mixed. Since the interfering signals can be seen as (very) long term echoes, an effective method to combat echoes, such as OFDM, is a natural candidate for SFN. However, although OFDM is a very efficient method, the very long delays that characterise SFN echoes require extremely long packets in OFDM transmissions and high stability of the subcarriers frequencies.

An alternative approach based on array processing is proposed. The signals received by the sensors are filtered and downconverted. Then, source separation is performed using transmitters localisation and multiplication by the pseudo-inverse of the estimated mixture matrix. Symbol Timing and Carrier Recovery is then performed on each separated component.

Furthermore, in order to increase the SNR, these components can be globally synchronised (using a correlator) and summed. Experimental results are finally presented and show good performances of the approach in a realistic configuration.
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1. Single Frequency Networks

A Single Frequency Network (SFN) is a digital broadcasting network in which all the transmitters dedicated to the retransmission of a given program use the same frequency band. Hence, SFN requires much less spectrum than classical broadcasting networks because there is no frequency allocation. In a classical network, about 9 frequency bands per program are allocated: close transmitters use different bands in order to avoid interferences.

SFN is believed to progressively replace classical broadcasting networks in the future. However, the price to pay for the gain on spectrum allocation is the need of more sophisticated signal processing. Since the transmitters use the same frequency band, the receiver gets a mixture of signals coming from the closest transmitters. Signal processing must be performed in order to separate the components of this mixture.

2. The traditional approach to SFN:OFDM

Most research works about SFN consider the use of OFDM (Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing). OFDM is indeed a good candidate for SFN, because of its power in reducing the effect of echoes. The basic idea is to consider the interfering signals as long term echoes.

More precisely, the received signal in a given frequency band is a mixture of delayed versions of the basic signal. The delays correspond to the various propagation times (which are proportional to the distances between the transmitters and the receiver). As shown on figure 1, the signal received from transmitter 2 can be seen as a delayed version of the signal coming from transmitter 1. The delay is proportional to $D_2-D_1$ (plus delays due to the paths from the original transmitter to transmitters 1 and 2). A typical propagation delay, for a difference of distances equal to 30 km, is 100µs. With a symbol frequency equal to 10MHz, this corresponds to a delay of 1000 symbols.

Hence, from the receiver side, SFN can be seen as a classical broadcasting network where strong echoes with huge delays are present. These “echoes” differ from short
term (real) echoes known as multipaths, whose delay would usually be about a few symbols (for example, an echo produced by a reflection implying a multipath difference of 300m is delayed by 1µs, that is 10 symbols). Figure 1 shows short term echoes (dashlines) due to reflections on structures.

![Figure 1](image1.png)

Figure 1: Example of configuration in a SFN.

Assuming that symbol timing has been perfectly recovered and that carrier phase is well tracked, the equivalent Single-Input Single-Output discrete-time channel model is depicted as follows:

![Figure 2](image2.png)

Figure 2: Equivalent discrete-time channel model.

A classical single-sensor receiver with equalization requires an extremely high computational cost: that’s why OFDM appears promising for SFN. For reasons that will not be detailed here, the length of the FFT should be at least about 8 times the maximum delay of the echoes. Hence 16384-points FFT or more is typical in the SFN context. The need to perform very large FFT is the major drawback of OFDM when used for SFN. Not only the computational load must be considered, but also the fact that, with such lengths, signal perturbations due to local oscillators fluctuations (phase noise, etc.) cannot be neglected. Also, since the number of subcarriers of OFDM is equal to the FFT length, these subcarriers become extremely close and a high precision on their frequencies is required.

3. An alternative approach: Array Processing

3.1. Overview

It is clear from above that OFDM is a natural candidate to solve problems related to SFN. Although OFDM is a very powerful method, the need to compute very long FFT is a drawback, especially when high symbol rates and long echoes are considered.

Hence it is interesting to study alternative approaches to OFDM. The receiver proposed in this paper is based on array processing. Figure 2 shows an overview of the approach. The antenna is composed of an array of N sensors. The signal received on each sensor goes through filtering, sampling, and conversion to baseband (downconversion).

Then, the number of sources, P, is estimated using a combination of AIC [1] and MDL [3] criteria, and the sources are localised using a source localisation algorithm, such as MUSIC. The angular localisation of the sources allows the construction of an estimated mixture matrix. The multiplication of the N-dimensional downconverted signal by the pseudo-inverse of this matrix provides a P-dimensional signal, in which each component corresponds (ideally) to a signal coming from a transmitter (or a strong short term echo), cleaned from interferences. Each component of this P-dimensional signal is then synchronised: Symbol Timing Recovery (STR) is performed using Gardner Criteria [2], and Carrier Phase is tracked by a Carrier Tracking Loop (CTL).

In order to improve the performances, the P components are then inter-synchronised (remember that there can be a delay larger than 1000 symbols between two paths) and summed (weighted summation). Inter-synchronisation is done by correlation. The weight of a given processing path is proportional to the current estimated SNR on this path.

After the summator there is a simple decision device and transcoder to recover the bit stream from the symbols. Although it was not done in our experiments, channel
coding can also be used on the bit stream in order to reduce the bit error rate.

\[
\tilde{y} = \sum_{i} K_i \tilde{y}^{(i)}, \quad \text{the resulting noise variance is}
\]
\[
\sigma^2 = \sum_{i} K_i^2 \sigma_i^2 \quad \text{(assuming independent noises).}
\]

Lagrange multipliers, the solution is given by:
\[
K_i = \lambda \frac{1}{\sigma_i^2}
\]

with \( \lambda = \frac{1}{\sum \sigma_i^2} \).

### 3.2. Paths synchronisation and summation

In our experiments, we assumed that the symbol stream contains a sequence of \( L \) known symbols occurring with a fixed period. While this is not a requirement, the presence of such known sequences is true in most transmission protocols.

Let us note \( \bar{z} \) the known sequence of length \( L \), and \( \tilde{y}_n^{(i)} \) the vector containing the last \( L \) symbols available on the output of CTL path \( i \). The normalised correlation (H means hermitian transposed) is computed by:
\[
C_n^{(i)} = \left( \tilde{y}_n^{(i)} \right)^{H} \bar{z} = \left\| \tilde{y}_n^{(i)} \right\| \| \bar{z} \|
\]

Detecting the peaks of this value on each path allows to globally synchronise the paths.

The CTL is able to lock the samples phase, but there remain a \( k \pi / N \) ambiguity. \( N \) depends on the constellation used (\( N=2 \) for QAM). When a correlation peak is obtained (for \( n=n0 \)), \( \tilde{y}_n^{(i)} \) can be replaced by \( \alpha e^{j k \pi / N} \bar{z} + \tilde{b}^{(i)} \) where \( \alpha \) is a positive real and \( \tilde{b}^{(i)} \) is a noise in the equation above. Hence, the remaining phase ambiguity is easily estimated from the phase of the correlation peak value. If no gain control was performed before, \( \alpha \) can also be estimated here.

Once the paths have been globally synchronised and the phase ambiguity has been cancelled, the symbols are summed. The summation weights are optimised in order to minimise the noise variance, under the constraint of the sum of the weights equal to 1. The noise variance on path \( i \) can be estimated by:
\[
\sigma_i^2 = \left\| \tilde{y}^{(i)} - \bar{z} \right\|^2 / L
\]

where \( \tilde{y}^{(i)} \) contains the last \( L \) symbols on path \( i \), after global synchronisation, gain control, and phase ambiguity cancellation. Since the result of summation is

### 4. Experimental Results

To illustrate the performances of the approach, let us consider the following configuration:

- 4 transmitters in the receiver vicinity, QPSK modulation
- transmitters angular localisation : \( 20^\circ, 60^\circ, 100^\circ, 120^\circ \)
- 4 short term echoes per transmitter
- \( N=6 \) sensors on the antenna
- SNR in the Nyquist band : 12 dB
- average relative power of the short term echoes with respect to direct paths : 1/10

In this case, the following results are obtained:

- Estimation of the number of sources : \( P=4 \)
- Estimation of the angular localisation of the sources : \( 21^\circ, 60^\circ, 100^\circ, 119^\circ \)
- Bit Error Rate (BER) on path 1 before inter-synchronisation and summation: \( 6 \times 10^{-3} \)
- BER on path 2 before inter-synchronisation and summation: \( 11 \times 10^{-3} \)
- BER on path 3 before inter-synchronisation and summation: \( 14 \times 10^{-3} \)
- BER on path 4 before inter-synchronisation and summation: \( 16 \times 10^{-3} \)
- BER with the 4 paths inter-synchronised and summed : \( 10^{-3} \)

One of the major advantages of the proposed approach is its extremely low requirements on the precision of local oscillators. Figures 3 and 4 show the convergence of the STR (Symbol Timing Recovery) and CTL (Carrier Tracking Loop) with a relative error of 0.2% of the sampler frequency and a frequency error of the downconverter equal to 0.1% of the symbol frequency (such errors are high and would correspond to low-cost devices). Roughly speaking, STR and CTL are PI (Proportional-Integral) synchronisation loops. The figures
show the value of the integral path accumulator with respect to the symbol number. When synchronisation is locked, these values converge, respectively, to the sampler frequency relative error and to the downconverter frequency shift (up to a scale factor). Good convergence is obtained in less than 1500 symbols (that is only 150µs at 10MHz).

![Symbol Timing Recovery](image1)

**Fig4:** convergence of STR

![Carrier Tracking Loop](image2)

**Fig5:** Convergence of the CTL

5. Conclusion

An alternative approach to OFDM for Single Frequency Networks has been studied and experimented. The proposed approach is based on array processing, source separation, and signals synchronisation and summation.

One advantage of the method is to avoid problems due to the need of long packets in OFDM (with the implied requirements for extremely stable local oscillators and transmission channels, and for powerful FFT devices). A drawback of the proposed approach is the need of multisensor array, but, on the other hand, the requirements on the precision of electronic devices (local oscillators, etc.) are low.
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